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summaryExecutive Summary

Social enterprise can be defined in a number of ways, from non-profits diversifying their revenue 
streams to enhance their mission, to for-profit businesses operating to achieve a social purpose.  
This study deals with social enterprise primarily from the perspective of non-profit organizations.

The Calgary Foundation (TCF), a community 
foundation focused on strengthening the 
philanthropic sector, commissioned a 2009 
report in conjunction with the United Way of 
Calgary and Area and the City of Calgary. This 
report, Money & Mission1, revealed that Calgary 
has a strong appetite for innovation and growth 
in the area of social entrepreneurship. The 
foundation’s recent work with grant applicants, 
donors, and business people determined that 
non-profits and for-profit companies are coming 
together to achieve a connection between social 
and economic growth. 

TCF is continuing along its path of strengthening 
the philanthropic sector by identifying if, and 
how, social enterprise growth can be accelerated 
to help non-profit organizations (non-profits) 
increase their capacity and diversify their 
funding base. In March 2011, in partnership 
with Social Venture Partners Calgary (SVP), TCF 
completed the comprehensive ten-month project 
Accelerating Social Enterprise Growth in Calgary. 
This report of the project is pertinent for all non-
profits,2 including Canadian Registered Charities, 
which are the specific interest of the foundation.  

The research component of the project identified 
that there

•	 is adequate room within Canada Revenue 
Agency’s guidelines for charities to operate a 
social enterprise,

•	are a variety of options across Canada to 
finance social enterprise at every stage, 

•	 is a critical mass of non-profits in Calgary 
ready to bring their social enterprise 
business opportunities to life. 

The six-month pilot component of the project 
provided business expertise to two selected non-
profits to prove out their social enterprises in 
the marketplace and link them to new sources 
of social investment. Hull Child and Family 
Services, with their new Hull Psychological 
Services program to reduce adolescent drug 
abuse, and Women in Need Society (WINS) with 
their sales of collectible items culled from their 
thrift store donation stream, were chosen out 
of twenty non-profit organizations to represent 
diverse social enterprises at different stages of 
development. On March 15, 2011 TCF presented 
the results of this pilot to other non-profits and 
social investors interested in pursuing social 
enterprise in Calgary and area.

1 Money & Mission and Building a New Road documents  
can be found on The Calgary Foundation’s website at  
www.thecalgaryfoundation.org/init_other.htm

2 Non-profits are defined as being charitable in their purposes, 

that is, focused on contributing to the social good. They can 
include the following legal entities registered to operate in 
Alberta: not-for-profit societies, not-for-profit cooperatives, 
and registered charitable organizations.

http://www.thecalgaryfoundation.org/init_other.htm
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summary
The key learnings from the pilot component of the project are:

•	There are investors in Calgary outside of the traditional 
granting stream who are receptive to social enterprise 
opportunities. Grant funding to help pilot or start up 
a social enterprise is the easiest form of financing for 
these investors but they need help to find and shape 
opportunities to meet their investment needs.

•	Non-profits demonstrated demand for an initiative to 
accelerate social enterprise. Acceleration takes place when 
non-profits can access objective market analysis and 
validation, can present specific deals to investors, and are 
motivated by expectations of success from the community. 

•	The benefits of social enterprise go beyond diversifying 
the revenue base for non-profits – mission fulfillment, 
staff retention, internal capacity building, operational 
efficiencies, and leveraging of grant-funded programs 
against the marketplace. 

Based on the project learnings, opportunities that address 
existing gaps in Calgary and accelerate social enterprise are:

•	To create a grant fund, offering grants between $50,000 
and $100,000 to viable pilot social enterprise opportunities

•	To leverage the impact of the pilot grant fund, create 
a Social Enterprise Advocate role in Calgary to help 
non-profits prove out market feasibility of their social 
enterprise, guide them to implement in doable stages, and 
link them to resources and social investors 

•	To continue to educate Calgary non-profits and potential 
investors about social enterprise

In the long term, patient debt capital will be needed to 
support maturing social enterprises. Foundations and other 
organizations can play a key role here.

Project Team

The Calgary Foundation

Kerry Longpré •  Vice President, 
Communications

Dan Thorburn •  Vice President, Grants & 
Community Initiatives

Consultants

Gerrad B. Oishi is a businessman, social 
entrepreneur and engineer with 20 years 
experience bringing new ventures to life. 

In addition to his work as Managing 
Director of Lodestone Social Ventures, 
Gerrad also serves as a board member and 
past Chairman of the Brenda Strafford 
Foundation. He was also appointed by the 
Minister of Children and Youth to be the 
Board Chairman for the Calgary and Area 
Child and Family Services Authority.

Corinne Tessier, President of Affirming 
Workplace Solutions Inc., has brought 
productivity and profitability to numerous 
businesses and non-profit organizations 
over the last three decades. 

Corinne holds a Certified Management 
Accountant (CMA) designation and a 
Masters degree in Business Administration 
(MBA) from the University of Calgary. 
In 2003 she received the honorary 
designation of Fellow of the Society of 
Management Accountants of Canada 
(FCMA) in recognition of her lifetime 
contribution to the profession and the 
community.
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introductionIntroduction

Social enterprise, the idea of generating revenue while simultaneously achieving a social mission, 
has been a component of some non-profit organizations in Calgary for a long time. A well-known 
example in Calgary is the YMCA. It operates fitness facilities that generate revenue and align with the 
organization’s mandate to promote wellness. Interest in the application of social enterprise within 

the wider Calgary non-profit sector began to emerge within the last five years. 

To support this exploration The Calgary 
Foundation (TCF), United Way of Calgary and 
Area and City of Calgary Family & Community 
Support Services (FCSS) commissioned a 2009 
report, Money & Mission, to test the receptiveness 
of Calgary to the idea of social enterprise. It was 
determined that there was widespread interest 
among non-profits, potential investors, and 
community capacity-building organizations for 
such an idea.

Recognizing this interest, TCF made a 
commitment at the Building a New Road initiative 
in December 2009 (in partnership with Mount 
Royal University’s Institute for Nonprofit Studies) 
to stimulate social enterprise awareness, capacity 

building, and pilot initiatives. Subsequently, 
The Calgary Foundation in partnership with 
Social Venture Partners Calgary (SVP) created the 
Accelerating Social Enterprise Growth in Calgary 
project in June 2010 to test the following:

•	 Is there enough demand from non-profits in 
Calgary to warrant the creation of resources 
to support social enterprise growth?

•	What resources are most needed at this 
time and what are the impediments to the 
growth of social enterprises?

•	Given that one of the resources will 
be financial capital, are there groups/
individuals in Calgary willing to invest in 
social enterprise?
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To answer these questions, the project incorporated three components:

1 Research. Research was conducted to 
understand criteria and readiness for 
active social enterprise development, 
what development models and financial 
tools have worked elsewhere in Canada to 
support social enterprises, and how social 
enterprise fits within Canada Revenue 
Agency guidelines. 

2 Practical experience. The research 
informed a selection process within the 
Calgary non-profit community, after which 
two organizations with social enterprises 
were chosen as pilots. Project consultants 
worked closely with these organizations 

over a period of six months to advance 
their social enterprises and gain first-hand 
insight into what supports they needed 
and what impediments they faced. The 
experience also provided real examples 
to use when testing the receptiveness of 
Calgary investors.

3 Interaction with the community. 
Other interested non-profits in the 
community received periodic progress 
updates on the two pilot organizations 
and were invited to a March 2011 TCF 
presentation to hear about the project 
outcomes. 

Opportunities to accelerate social enterprise in Calgary have evolved from the various project learnings. 
The learnings are relevant for all non-profit organizations with charitable purposes, even if they are not 
Canadian Registered Charities.

introduction
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understandingUnderstanding social enterprise

In order to advance the idea of social enterprise it is necessary to define it in a way that differentiates 
it from both traditional charitable activity and from traditional business models. This uniqueness 
provides a justification for why the idea needs to be advanced. It also provides a focal point for 

development work. 

The Ontario Trillium Foundation defines social 
enterprise as having the characteristics of a social 
purpose. Social enterprise achieves this purpose, 
at least in part, by 

•	engaging in trade in the marketplace,

•	not distributing profits to individuals,

•	holding assets and wealth in trust for 
community benefit.

These criteria identify how a social enterprise 
differs from the way that a traditional non-profit 
operates. They also differentiate from the primary 
profit motivation of traditional business. In terms 
of motivations for non-profits to engage in social 
enterprise, they typically do so in order to

•	diversify revenue, 

•	meet needs in the marketplace that for-
profit businesses will not fill,

•	use market forces to advance their mission.

There are three common categories of social 
enterprise operations:

•	Training opportunities. Provide 
training/employment to clients served 
by non-profits – for example, Ethnicity 
Catering, a Calgary-based program of the 
Centre for Newcomers

•	Mission-based. Generate income from the 
sale of products/services directly related to 
an organization’s mission – for example, 
Atira Property Management in Vancouver

•	Asset-based. Built upon organizational 
competencies and underutilized assets – for 
example, the use of the recreation centre 
at Vecova based in Calgary (previously the 
Vocational and Rehabilitation Research 
Institute)
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understanding
Social enterprises in Canada assume a variety of 
legal structures. They can be:

•	a sole proprietorship or partnership 
registered under provincial legislation;

•	a corporation incorporated under either 
provincial or federal legislation; 

•	a cooperative incorporated provincially, or, 
if it is carrying on business in more than 
one province, incorporated federally; 

•	a non-profit organization incorporated 
under provincial “society” or equivalent 

legislation, or under Part II of the Canada 
Corporations Act; 

•	a registered charity engaging in “related 
business”; 

•	a non-profit or charity that owns a for-profit 
business.

Social enterprises can also be undertaken as 
programs, projects, joint ventures, or other 
agreements between any of the above legal 
structures or individuals.1

Section Key Learnings 

Regardless of the various reasons for starting a social enterprise, or the legal form it assumes,  
social enterprise meets the following criteria for this project if:

1 The business has a social purpose.

2 It achieves this purpose, at least in part, by engaging in trade in the marketplace.

3 It does not distribute profits to individuals.

4 It holds assets and wealth in trust for community benefit.
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businessCan a non-profit operate a business?

This is a question that is frequently asked by non-profits considering social enterprise. It needs to 
be answered on a case-specific basis because Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) bases its determination 
on the intent and nature of the business activity rather than the type of legal entity operating the 
business. However, there are some general criteria provided by the CRA based on the Income Tax 
Act and the new proposed Canadian Not-For-Profit Corporations Act (NFPC).2 If a social enterprise 
does not meet these criteria, then the organization risks losing its tax-exempt status and possibly its 

charitable registration.

Can a non-profit operate a business?
If the organization is a non-profit society or 
corporation that does not have charitable status, 
then it can operate a business within the non-
profit structure or set up a separate for-profit 
business. However, non-profit corporations 
are only tax-exempt if they meet the tax act 
definition of a non-profit, which includes having 
“no intent to profit or distribute income or 
equity to members.”3 Currently, legal experts 
are advising caution, as CRA is moving in a 
more restrictive direction and scrutinizing 
revenues earned by non-profits through a new 
audit initiative. Non-profit organizations need 
to ask themselves, how readily do we intend to 
make a profit? If they intend to earn a surplus, 
that is, if they budget for a surplus, this may be 
considered taxable. This may apply even if they 
intend to use the surplus to buy an asset for 
non-profit purposes, if the asset does not meet 
certain criteria. They also need to avoid the word 
“partnership,” as under the Income Tax Act this 
denotes working together to earn a profit. Their 
access to capital is restricted to issuing debentures 
or bonds. They may not issue shares. 

If a cooperative chooses a non-profit status, the 
same applies. If this status is not chosen, then the 
cooperative can still have a social goal as one of 
its purposes, along with the goal of distributing 
profits to individual members. These profits are 
taxable. The cooperative has the added flexibility 
of being able to raise investment funds from its 
members.

For-profit corporations offer the greatest 
flexibility, as they can keep the tax rate very low 
and make an effective model for social enterprise. 
Shareholders in a for-profit can be non-profits 
or charities. A for-profit owned by a charity can 
donate 75% of profits back to the charity and 
deduct this amount from taxable income.

There is more leeway for a charity to earn a profit 
than a non-profit, as long as any profit is devoted 
to the purpose of the charity. However, a charity 
is more restricted in the type of business it can 
operate. A summary provided in the second 
edition of the Canadian Social Enterprise Guide 
published by Enterprising Non-Profits (enp) in 
2010 identifies the following key questions that 
can inform an organization’s choice to operate a 
social enterprise.
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Is the organization a charity?
If the non-profit is a charity registered with 
CRA or if it is a non-profit that aspires to obtain 
charitable status, CRA has different rules. CRA 
determines charitable status based on whether 
the organization’s purpose fits within one of four 
categories:

•	Relief of poverty

•	Advancement of education

•	Advancement of religion

•	Other purpose beneficial to the community

Is the activity that the charity is 
engaged in a business?
If the organization has charitable status, then 
it must first be determined if the activity they 
engage in is a business. The short definition of 
“business” is “commercial activity – deriving 
revenues from providing goods or services – 
undertaken with the intention to earn profit.”

Fundraising activities, such as soliciting 
donations, are not considered commercial 
activity because donors do not expect any 
good or service in return for their contribution. 
Since the activity is not commercial, it is not 
a business. Businesses also do not depend on 
donated goods to supply their inventories. 
Therefore, sales of donated goods by a charity 
are not considered a business. In addition, 
fundraising activities typically have a set 
beginning and end, whereas a business is an 
ongoing operation. 

Fee-for-service operations are also not considered 
a business. The test of this is that the program is 
not offered by for-profit business and the fees are 
set based on charitable objectives (rather than 
profit maximization).

Is the business a related business?
If the charity is identified to be operating a 
business the next test is to determine if it is 
a related business. This is defined as either a 
business that is run primarily by volunteers, or a 
business that is linked to a charity’s purpose and 
subordinate to that purpose.

Businesses linked to charitable purposes include 
those: 

•	Which are necessary to operate the 
programs or improve the quality of the 
programs. An example is a parking lot 
attached to a facility.

•	 In which the business is a byproduct of a 
core charitable program, i.e. selling DVDs of 
a church Christmas concert.

•	Which use the excess capacity of the 
organization: such as the pool attached 
to Vecova (previously Vocational and 
Rehabilitation Research Institute).

•	Which are linked to the sale of logoed items 
that promote the charity, i.e. pens, T-shirts.

business
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business
Subordinate businesses are defined by the 
following criteria:

•	They generate or consume a minor part of 
the charity’s resources.

•	They are integrated into the charity’s 
operations rather than being separate.

•	The charitable goals dominate decision-
making.

•	No private element enters into the 
operations, such as a significant salary 
difference between the business and charity 
staff.

Bridge and Corriveau add: “It is not a sufficient 
link that all of the profits generated by the 

business activity are devoted to the purposes 
of the charity. It is also not a sufficient link 
that the social enterprise serves or employs 
the constituents named in the organization’s 
charitable objects.” 
See additional comments from these authors.4

In summary, a registered charity considering 
engaging in social enterprise needs to be very 
careful not to run afoul of the laws and policies 
administered by the Charities Directorate. 
Transgressions can result in loss of charitable 
status. It may be necessary for the charity to 
create a separate corporate entity to house  
that activity.

Section Key Learnings 

While each case needs to be evaluated individually, there is room within CRA guidelines for 
non-profits to operate a business while maintaining their charitable status. The following 
considerations should be kept in mind:

1 Non-profits have some freedom to operate businesses as long as no profit is intended nor 
distributed. However, much of the motivation for social enterprise and of social investors is to 
launch a profitable operation that will diversify their (often) dwindling funding base. 

2 The nature and purpose of a social enterprise within a charitable organization is more 
important to CRA than the legal structure. If the non-profit has charitable status, the nature 
of business will need to be evaluated carefully before launching a social enterprise that could 
jeopardize this status. 

3 Some of the criteria for subordinated business may make it difficult for social enterprises to 
increase the volume of business activity in response to market demand.
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opportunities
To identify non-profits in Calgary that have strong social enterprise business opportunities, an email 
announcement was sent through Calgary Chamber of Voluntary Organizations (CCVO) and promoted 
on the TCF website. Direct inquiries were also made to organizations known to be exploring social 
enterprise. Though this process was not exhaustive, it did identify twenty Calgary non-profit 

organizations that were at varying stages in exploring a business idea.

Twelve of the organizations had clear social 
enterprise concepts and were interested in 
pursuing them. Generally, their concepts 
included:

1 Development of new facilities, some for 
shared usage 

2 Expansion of proven and proprietary social 
programs to a greater number of families in 
the community 

3 Training programs

4 Language translation

5 Financial literacy programs

6 Commercial services and products that 
would employ disadvantaged people

7 Independent art centre

Of those approached who were not ready to 
proceed with their social enterprise idea, the 
reasons were typically: 

•	They were working to stabilize existing 
operations first.

•	They were currently going through a 
leadership change.

•	They were just establishing themselves as an 
organization but were interested in social 
enterprise in the future.

Other impediments to readiness for social 
enterprise were observed during inquiry. These 
were:

•	Lack of understanding of the possibilities of 
social enterprise. 

•	Undeveloped pool of leaders (entrepreneurs) 
in the social enterprise space in Calgary.

•	Unfamiliarity with investment capital 
as a tool for growth. As an example, the 
CEO of Vecova (previously VRRI) said that 
in the growth of their businesses they 
did not explore debt-financing options. 
They approached opportunities from the 
perspective of using internal financing, 
grants, or fundraising. This observation 
is supported by the experience of the 
Edmonton Social Enterprise Fund, which 
has struggled to connect to social enterprises 
in which to invest. They have had to take 
an active approach in identifying potential 
organizations/individuals, and then work 
with them to try to identify opportunities. 
Recent research indicates that the social 
enterprise market is currently supply driven, 
in which certain barriers to obtaining 
a supply of attractive social enterprise 
investments need to be overcome. 

Are there Calgary non-profits with strong social enterprise opportunities?
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opportunities
•	Wariness among non-profits regarding tax 

and legal implications, as well as fear of 
losing grant funding if the social enterprise 
is successful.

•	Risk and return issues (public perception 

that social enterprises are not bankable).

•	High transaction costs for each deal due 
to the lack of standardized approaches 
to lending in the sector and limited 
coordination among capital suppliers.

Section Key Learnings 

It was not initially known if many non-profits in Calgary with strong social enterprise business 
opportunities existed. It was learned there is a critical mass of these that warrant attention. These 
organizations are at varying stages of bringing their ideas to life, and face numerous challenges. 

The non-profits that were interviewed welcomed the addition of any resources that could be 
used to assist them in this process; therefore, there is demand for an initiative to accelerate  
social enterprise.
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criteria
A variety of sources were consulted to learn about readiness of non-profit organizations for social 
enterprise development. These consisted of social enterprise catalyst models in other locations, 

social enterprise readiness assessment tools, and early project learnings.

Criteria were developed to assist with the 
selection of non-profit organizations that would 
be appropriate for the pilot component of the 
project. These readiness factors were:

•	A clear social enterprise opportunity that 
could be articulated (not just an idea)

•	Some knowledge or asset that provides 
competitive advantage and preferably meets 
a market demand not being met by the 
private sector

•	A clear relationship between the 
organizational mission and their social 
enterprise 

•	An internal champion who demonstrated 
some entrepreneurial ability and was eager 
to move it forward at a steady pace

•	 Internal capacity to dedicate time and 
resources to social enterprise development 
within the organization

•	Support from the board of directors, 
indicating organizational cultural readiness

•	The need for financial investment to launch 
or grow the social enterprise, and potential 
appeal to social investors

•	A reasonable possibility of being ready to 
launch and/or expand within a year in 
order to demonstrate impact for the project

•	An organization with charitable status, 

given its ability to earn a profit and appeal 
to social investors

•	An organization that would enhance the 
learning for other non-profits in Calgary

Based on the criteria, a committee consisting of 
the consultants, project leaders at The Calgary 
Foundation and Social Venture Partners Calgary 
selected the following two organizations and 
their social enterprises for the pilot project:

•	Women in Need Society (WINS) will 
be developing the structure and marketing 
to expand their sales of boutique and 
collectible items that they identify from the 
donation stream to their four thrift stores.

•	Hull Child and Family Services 
A new program, Hull Psychological 
Services, has recently started offering a 
new Multidimensional Family Therapy 
(MDFT) to reduce adolescent drug abuse. 
Through a fee-for-service delivery model, 
many more families can benefit from this 
effective, evidence-based program. 

The two social enterprises selected offered the 
opportunity to demonstrate social enterprise 
development with a product and a service, a large 
organization and a smaller one, a new concept 
not yet launched, and the growth of one recently 
launched. For both organizations, the revenue 
generated would support core mission activities. 

Selection criteria for pilot projects
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scopeScope of work with selected enterprises

Over the six-month period from September 1, 2010 to March 31, 2011, the consultants worked actively 
with internal champions of the social enterprises to:

 1 Understand the social enterprise 
opportunity in greater depth and its 
relationship to the organization’s mission

 2 Determine gaps and barriers to success, as 
well as the internal organizational capacity 
to address these

 3 Research market information and statistics 
related to the opportunity

 4 Test market assumptions in the Calgary 
marketplace to validate the opportunity

 5 Identify and evaluate sales channels

 6 Consider infrastructure, human resources, 
and organizational processes required to 
launch/grow the social enterprise

 7 Examine the social enterprise in relation to 
CRA requirements for charitable status 

 8 Prepare financial projections

 9 Assess risks and offer suggestions for 
mitigating these risks

10 Clarify approximate funding requirements 
and openness to social investors

11 Explore sources of financing 

12 Identify external resources and facilitate 
connections between:

 a) Potential clients/customers 
 b) Potential social investors
 c) Potential suppliers/contractors

13 Prepare business cases for presentation to 
boards of directors and potential investors

14 Periodically communicate progress and 
results

15 Prepare for presentation to other non-
profit organizations and social investors in 
the community
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financing
Concurrent with the work in developing the business and operational model with the two social 
enterprise pilot organizations, research was also conducted into potential sources of financing for 

social enterprise.

Over the long term, financing tools will be 
needed across the entire business development 
spectrum. This includes business planning, start-
up capital, grant capital, and debt financing: 

Business planning
This stage assists the non-profit in understanding 
if their business idea is viable and if it can be 
established in such a way as to ensure that it 
positively supports the organization.

Start-up and growth capital grants
In order to proceed, many non-profits will 
require some capital in order to pilot or scale up 
their social enterprise. Grant funding can play 
a role here in both proving out the model and 
preparing the social enterprise for future types of 
investment such as debt financing.

Debt financing
Debt financing can take the form of a line of 
credit, bank loan, or patient capital (provided 
by an individual or organization with financing 
terms that are typically more flexible than that of 
a bank).

Equity financing
Since charities are not allowed to distribute 
profits to shareholders, equity investments do 
not apply unless the organization has set up a 
taxable wholly-owned subsidiary. 

Knowledge philanthropy
Across all stages of the social enterprise business 
development spectrum non-profits recognize 
that they need ongoing mentorship for building 
businesses until such time that they have been 
able to grow the capacity internally. This is 
particularly evident in the area of building 
customers for the business and managing 
the needs of a potential investor in the social 
enterprise.

Examples from across Canada
On the following pages are examples in other 
parts of Canada where the capacity-building 
tools mentioned above have been successfully 
deployed.

Options for financing social enterprises
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Technical assistance 
grants

Enterprising Non-Profits

Grants of up to $10,000 for business planning and feasibility study

Operating grants Toronto Enterprise Fund

Provides operating grants to social enterprises to support their operations. 
These grants are reduced year over year to encourage the social enterprise to 
become more reliant on sales revenue.

Operating loans 
(unsecured)

Real estate capital  
(asset backed)

Chantier de l’économie sociale Trust

Fifteen-year term 

$50,000 to $1.5M

The interest rate organizations are charged is designed to cover the repayment 
to the capital providers (approximately equal to the ten-year bond rate) plus 
an offset to cover the expected default rate.

Social Capital Partners

Five-year loans of up to $300,000

For the purchase of a franchise. The interest rate is set based upon the number 
of jobs that will be created. As an example in 2009 the interest rate was 9%, 
but could be reduced to 5% if the franchise met its hiring targets.

Equity Renewal Partners

These investments are made in for-profit businesses that also achieve some 
social good. The investments are made with the expectation that a liquidity 
event (such as the company being acquired) is possible in the future. 

Large institutional investors/pension funds

These dedicate a small percentage of investment pool to social enterprise  
(i.e. Meritas Mutual Funds, Concert Properties (BC), Public Service Alliance of 
Canada).

financing
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financing
Program related 
investments (PRIs) 
by foundations

A foundation can allocate a portion of its endowment investment fund as 
a PRI to carry out its mission with a wide range of financial instruments. In 
addition to grants, these can include loans, loan guarantees, real estate 
mortgages, and equity investments in social enterprises or social businesses. 
Emerson offers the following justification for this: “It is important to note 
that no other form of organization would allocate only 3.5% of its resources 
towards the achievement of its primary objectives, with the other 96.5% being 
at best neutral and at worst, in direct contradiction to the foundation’s social 
objectives.”5

A number of Canadian foundations have already used PRIs to invest 
in social enterprise (Edmonton Community Foundation, Bealight 
Foundation, Tides Canada Foundation) and non-profit property investments 
(Endswell Foundation, Muttart Foundation).6 Community Foundations 
of Canada has engaged seven foundations in a Responsible Investing 
Pilot Project, and the J.W. McConnell Family Foundation recently announced 
that 5% of its endowment fund would be allocated towards PRI.

Public, private, 
and philanthropic 
blended investments

These leverage private investment debt, foundation investment from 
endowment funds, and government incentives or grants.7  

The Great Bear Rainforest Fund

$120 million funding package for conservation management and ecologically-
sustainable business ventures in First Nation territories in the Great Bear 
Rainforest. 

Expansion of the social finance arena in 
Canada looks promising. In British Columbia, 
the Ministry of Finance has been obtaining 
public input on the potential development of a 
Community Interest Corporation (CIC).8 This 
is similar to Social Impact Bonds in the United 
Kingdom, where private sector investment 

receives a return on its investment, paid by the 
government if the social outcomes are achieved. 
This is justified because the program saves the 
government money. In Ontario, Bill 65 is being 
proposed to allow the issue of community 
bonds to support social enterprises. Western 
Economic Diversification, a federal government 
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financing
department, may consider guaranteeing loans to 
social enterprises based on the number of new 
jobs that are being created by social enterprises, 
as documented in the report Strength, Size, Scope: 
A Survey of Social Enterprises in Alberta and British 
Columbia.9 

Other countries such as the UK and the US 
have developed hybrid legal entities that can 
sell shares for social enterprise, and this may be 
adopted in Canada in future.

Section Key Learnings

1 Currently, the source of capital for social enterprise funds in Canada is primarily government 
and non-government funders such as community foundations or United Way. Examples:

Chantier de l’économie sociale Trust
Funders: Canada Economic Development, Government of Québec, Fonds de Solidarite FTQ, 
Fondation CSN (the last two are labour-sponsored investment funds)

Toronto Enterprise Fund
Funders: United Way of Greater Toronto; City of Toronto; Province of Ontario, Ministry of 
Community and Social Services; and Human Resources and Social Development Canada

Edmonton Social Enterprise Fund
Funders: City of Edmonton, Edmonton Community Foundation, Government of Canada, 
Province of Alberta, and a local foundation agency

 What is noticeably absent, with the exception of Social Venture Partners Calgary, is direct 
involvement or capital from entrepreneurs. Given the large number of entrepreneurs in 
Calgary, there may be an opportunity for greater entrepreneurial participation in Calgary 
financing options.

2 While ultimately financing tools will be required across the full spectrum of the business 
lifecycle (seed, start-up, growth, and maturity) for the stage that many Calgary social 
enterprises are at, declining operating grants similar to those used by the Toronto Enterprise 
Fund will have the greatest immediate uptake.

3 Numerous foundations are looking to generate impact from their endowment capital as well as 
from their grant making. This may be a source of capital in Calgary for large social enterprise 
projects. 
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investors
Calgary investors are at an early stage of evaluating their involvement in social enterprise.

There is a wide range of organizations and 
individuals interested in investing in social 
enterprise:

•	Private and community foundations

•	 Individuals – desiring to make small 
donations, often through web-based micro-
finance organizations 10

•	Philanthropists – typically business people 
looking to invest back into the community

•	Service clubs – such as Rotary Clubs and 
faith-based groups

•	Financial institutions – banks and credit 
unions

Investor Readiness:
To get a perspective on where social enterprise 
investment is headed we can look at the United 
States market, which is further developed. 
Regarding investments in for-profit social 
enterprises, Hope Consulting recently published 
research titled, Money for Good, which was 
released at the Social Capital Conference in 
October 2010. It identified $120B in unmet US 
demand for investments that yield a social return 
in addition to a modest financial return. The top 
impediments to greater investment in this area 
were cited as:

•	Most social enterprises are relatively new 
and lack a track record.

•	 Investors don’t know where to find this 
type of investment opportunity.

•	There is limited advice, benchmarks, or 
investment advisor-driven information on 
these opportunities.

In discussing the potential for social enterprise 
investment with prospective Calgary investors, 
similar themes emerged. Following are attributes 
that strengthen the desire for investment in 
social enterprise:

1 For those investors who currently donate 
to non-profits, conversations often focus 
on the growing gap caused by the growth 
in demand for the non-profits’ services 
and decreases in public funding. As result, 
investors are attracted to the idea of social 
enterprise because it represents a new 
form of potential growth and financial 
self-sufficiency for non-profits, giving 
non-profits an opportunity to tap into new 
markets and develop new competencies.

2 Investors are also attracted to the idea that 
a relatively short-term investment will 
yield a social enterprise that will provide 
long-term funding for the non-profit.  

Investor readiness in Calgary
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investors
This type of investment covers off a key 
concern of many funders, which is that 
they do not want to be long-term funders 
of programs. The short-term nature of these 
investments means that investors do not 
need to worry about the transition to a new 
funder at the end of three or five years.

3 Given that many potential investors 
come from a business background, social 
enterprise gives them an opportunity to 
invest in something that they understand.

4 Making a grant to the non-profit to fund 
some aspect of the social enterprise allows 
the investor to make the contribution 
in pre-tax dollars and generate a tax 
receipt. This is a process they are already 
comfortable with.

Challenges to investment in social 
enterprise:

1 While investors are attracted to the 
business side of social enterprise, most 
of them are just beginning their journey 
of understanding how they feel about 
social enterprise competing with private 
enterprise.

2 Investors like the sustainability of social 
enterprise but they wonder if government 
should be the funder instead of themselves, 
since ultimately the revenue supports social 
programs.

3 While they do like the idea, they are not 
interested enough to go actively searching 
for social enterprises. 

4 For those investors who are keen, they do 
not know where to go to identify potential 
social enterprises for investment. 

5 Another challenge is the due diligence. 
Since these tend to be new ideas without 
market validation and management history 
investors need a trusted third party with 
a track record who can vouch for the 
strength of the opportunity and the social 
entrepreneur.

6 Investors have limited interest in doing the 
work to define a role and an investment 
model that works for them. However, 
when a turnkey investment opportunity is 
presented they are interested.

7 For debt financing, there is the added 
complexity of needing to set up a debt 
holder, security agreements, repayment 
schedules, interest payment calculations, 
etc. Few individual investors are willing 
to pay to have this created on top of their 
investment in the social enterprise.

8 The idea of providing debt financing for 
a social enterprise is an unfamiliar idea. 
Investors need to determine if that is 
a charitable act or part of their capital 
management plan. 
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9 Once an investment is made it is likely 
that the investor will need some support to 
help them understand the considerations 
and compromises that are required in order 
to make a social enterprise a success. In a 
strictly for-profit business, decisions can be 
made based on what generates the greatest 
income. For a social enterprise there is a 
constant balancing act between growth in 
revenue and achievement of social mission. 

investors

Section Key Learnings 

1 Investors are receptive to investment opportunities.

2 Investors need help in finding opportunities and shaping them to meet their investment needs.

3 Grant funding for pilots/start-up is the easiest initial form of financing for investors.
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readinessNon-profit readiness for investment

Experience of other social enterprise catalyst organizations indicates that the time from social 
enterprise concept stage to launch can take considerable time. 

Enterprising Non-Profits, which has a ten-year 
history of providing social enterprise grants in 
British Columbia, has an opportunity funnel11 of:

300 
People per year participate in their 
social enterprise workshops

150 
Apply for grants to support feasibility 
and planning stages

60 Receive grants

15 Start businesses

What needs to be factored into these results is 
that the opportunities do not flow linearly from 
education to business creation. There are long 
time lapses between each stage. This means that 
the 150 who apply for grants are not necessarily 
from the pool of 300 who took the training in 
that calendar year. Many are from past training 
sessions that have taken place in the prior ten 
years.

In the context of this kind of timeline, the 
readiness of non-profits to utilize various types of 
investment in social enterprise is as follows:

Business planning
Non-profits are very comfortable with having 
research done. They are also comfortable with 
the financial security that comes from receiving 
a grant to cover all the research costs. Through 

these grants non-profits gain new information 
that helps them decide if they want to make a 
commitment in social enterprise.

Start-up and growth capital grants
Many of the social enterprises identified in this 
project are receptive to this kind of financial 
support, particularly to help them pilot and 
prove out their concept in the marketplace. 
Once social enterprises have a track record of 
profitability (or potential profitability) they may 
be more inclined to take on future debt financing 
to continue to fuel their growth.

Debt financing
Non-profits are, for the most part, unfamiliar 
with debt. This is in part because many have not 
been able to access lines of credit, etc. because 
they hold no assets. There is also a hesitation 
to take on debt against a new venture, because 
if that new venture doesn’t produce, their core 
charitable work may be affected in order to come 
up with the funds to pay back the debt. 

Given the relatively small number of non-profits 
that are both ready and willing to use debt, it 
may make sense to pursue a patient capital fund 
only once the demand matures. Banks and credit 
unions may be well positioned to work with 
these groups to help transition them to this kind 
of financing. This has been the experience in 
British Columbia with Vancity Credit Union.
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Knowledge philanthropy
Helping non-profits create internal skills and 
capacity to deal with ongoing business challenges 
and grow their social enterprises will be as 
important as providing the capital investment. 
Members of the Social Venture Partners Calgary 
network have donated their expertise in areas 
of financial management, human resources, 
marketing, etc. 

Alberta Women’s Enterprise, with a fifteen-year 
history of providing loans for small business 
start-up and expansion, has learned that client 
success and repayment rates increase when 
business coaching, training, and other capacity-
building services are provided in conjunction 
with the loan.

Section Key Learnings

Business planning and grant capital to support start-up and pilot project work are the two areas 
that have the greatest immediate demand in Calgary.

readiness
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experienceExperience of the pilot non-profit organizations

A component of this project was to communicate the progress made by the two non-profits selected 
for the pilot project. This would allow other non-profits and social investors in the Calgary community 
to learn about the practical implications of preparing to launch and grow social enterprises. On 
March 15, 2011, The Calgary Foundation hosted an event called “Creating Shared Value, Advancing 
Social Entrepreneurship in Calgary.” During this session, champions of the two social enterprises 
presented highlights of their experience during the pilot component of the project. Summaries of 

their presentations follow.

From WINS: Carmen Sparrow, Executive Director and Jay Danychuk, Retail Business Manager 
From Hull Child and Family Services: George Ghitan, CEO and Dr. Brian Zelt, Clinical Director, Safe Directions Programs

Women In Need Society (WINS)
Prepared by Carmen Sparrow, Executive Director of WINS

Description of the opportunity
The WINS mission is to help women and their 
families to help themselves. We operate four 
thrift stores that provide “basic needs items” 
such as clothing, household goods, and furniture 
at an affordable price. We also operate a Free 
Goods Referral program, three Family Resource 
Centres, and an employment program through 
our thrift stores. 

This project is about adding a new revenue 
stream to our thrift store social enterprise 
through the enhanced and increased sales of 
boutique and collectible items. These are items 
that are not considered basic needs items. 
Instead, they are unique, trendy, and interesting 
household knick-knacks, art, and old collectibles 
such as an antique plate or a mint-condition 
Barbie doll.

Supply/resources
One of the first things we undertook was to gauge 
the volume of items that could be considered 
boutique or collectible. Our four stores gathered 
667 items over one month. The vast quantity of 
collectible items gathered was a surprise.  

Market demand and access
Once we felt fairly comfortable that we had 
enough supply, we set out to test how big the 
market was and how we could access it. 

We undertook a few different types of sales 
methods such as displays in our own stores, 
online sales, and consignment through 
individuals and organizations in Calgary that 
specialize in these items. We also brought in an 
appraiser and collectible dealer named Brian 
Lehman to price the items.
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With our in-store sales, we found that we could 
sell items at a price that was two to three times 
higher than the typical thrift store price, just by 
separating them from basic items and displaying 
them differently. Another surprise was the high 
value of some of the items. For instance, a dish set 
that was set out on the Dover store’s sale floor for 
$49.99 was in fact worth $380.00! It sold for the 
higher price at the Fisher Park in-store display.

Changed thinking
We had initially expected to use an online sales 
opportunity to reach the wider market. It turned 
out that it was better to use a combination of 
sales channels that were somewhat dependent on 
the type of item being sold. 

Assessing the cost
In working through the market demand and sales 
channels, we wanted to keep the process simple 
without adding a lot of fixed or indirect costs to 
the project. We learned that, as usual, the greatest 
cost is the staffing component. 

Beyond that, there are not a lot of extra costs for 
the project. Marketing costs could be controlled 
by the type of sales channel that is used. To 
promote this new project, we could grow the 
marketing as the sales allow and leverage our 
existing marketing mechanisms, such as the 
thrift stores, website, electronic and social media. 

Lack of specific knowledge
We recognized that it is a special skill to identify 

and properly price boutique items. Thus, one 
of the key success factors for the project is the 
ability for WINS to gain this knowledge and 
experience. Our options are to hire in, externally 
contract, use external training, or internally train 
someone for this role. I think that, in the end, we 
will be using a combination of all of these to gain 
the maximum knowledge and skill in this area 
because it will make or break the program. 

Organizational enthusiasm
The potential for the project created excitement 
among the staff, including myself. Employees 
were looking for items everywhere, and anything 
that could possibly be a collectible was set aside 
(over six hundred items). Staff members got 
excited when they thought they had found 
something valuable and then got really excited 
when they found out that the item sold and for 
how much! It was surprising and rewarding to 
have the employees so involved and caring. 

Funding 
We want to be careful about engaging a funder 
on this project versus on a core program project, 
such as the Family Resource Centres. This 
dilemma is interesting. On one hand, we must 
make sure we are focusing on the WINS core 
business. On the other hand, by funding this 
project first, it may allow us to fund core projects 
on a more sustainable basis. We are thinking 
through the balance between the capacity we 
need to get the project going and the reward, and 
also trying to be realistic about it.

experience
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Hull Child and Family Services
Prepared by Dr. Brian Zelt, Clinical Director for Safe Directions Programs

Seven Learning Opportunities taken from our  
Social Entrepreneurship Endeavour with Hull Psychological Services (HPS)

The evolution of a social 
entrepreneurship endeavour is a 
marathon not a sprint. 
The genesis of Hull Psychological Services 
(HPS) began over three years ago in response 
to growing concerns over staff retention and 
the capacity to maintain trained professionals 
such as psychologists within the organization. 
The development of Multidimensional Family 
Therapy, a family-based treatment approach 
for youth and their families struggling with 
addiction and behavioural concerns, as part of 
HPS offered both a unique training opportunity 
and incentive for psychologists, while at the 
same time addressing an identified need in 
the Calgary area for private, evidence-based 
treatment supports.

Develop your social entrepreneurship 
endeavour around what you already  
do well. 
Hull Child and Family Services is approaching its 
fiftieth anniversary in 2012 and has significant 
experience and expertise in working with high-
risk youth and their families. The development 

of Hull Psychological Services extended the reach 
of our clinical skills and abilities into the larger 
community, thus ensuring that more families in 
Calgary and surrounding area could be helped by 
Hull in times of crisis with treatment support.

A thorough business plan served 
to solidify that which we already 
“intuitively knew” into something that 
was more formalized and accessible. 
Corinne Tessier’s and Gerrad Oishi’s work on 
the business plan for Hull Psychological Services 
accurately captured the potential market for 
family-based drug treatment supports. This 
market information, as well as commentary 
on how to broaden our referral base, further 
reinforced our belief in the opportunity for 
sustained growth and development. For those of 
us involved in the consultation process whose 
background and training was primarily within 
the human services field, the opportunity to 
develop additional skills and understanding 
through a business lens provided by Corinne 
and Gerrad was incredibly valuable and will have 
positive spin-off effects.

experience
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Getting buy-in from the staff 
members involved directly in the 
social entrepreneurship as well as the 
agency’s board is critical in fostering 
success. 
As in all non-profit organizations, active 
participation and buy-in to change and new ideas 
is most readily achieved when staff members are 
involved from the ground up. Our staff members 
who provided their time and expertise above and 
beyond their full-time roles played a critical role 
in decision-making and planning throughout the 
social entrepreneurship endeavour. In turn, as the 
business plan was more formalized, the capacity 
to reinforce the reasons and rationale for Hull 
Psychological Services based on their experiences 
and input lent itself to greater receptivity and 
credibility when discussed with our agency’s 
board members. 

Social entrepreneurship endeavours 
and non-profit missions and mandates 
should not be seen in opposition to one 
another, rather, they should be viewed 
as a broadening and diversification 
of funding options that ultimately 
strengthen the long-term viability and 
mission of the organization. 
In researching social entrepreneurship both 
nationally and globally, there is growing 
recognition and evidence that in order for 
non-profit organizations to continue to remain 
strong and vital in the twenty-first century, 

that new and innovative ways of generating 
revenue is required to provide both the financial 
sustainability and flexibility to maintain mission 
statements and goals as an organization. As 
observed following the most recent financial 
downturn, non-profit organizations are in a very 
precarious position when funding is reduced 
from both government and the private sector. 
It is clear to Hull that endeavours such as Hull 
Psychological Services will grow to become the 
norm in the coming years as the benefits of social 
enterprise endeavours to non-profit organizations 
are more fully realized.

The benefits of a social 
entrepreneurship endeavour should 
not always be measured in dollars and 
cents. 
While it is the goal of Hull Psychological Services 
to continue to grow and in doing so provide 
increasing revenue that may be re-invested into 
the overall operations of Hull Child and Family 
Services, it has also been important to take 
stock of some of the secondary gains that have 
occurred as a result of this process. For example, 
all staff members who participated in both the 
training and start-up of HPS continue to reside 
in the organization. Further, from feedback 
regarding this process, all reported that their skill 
and belief in their clinical abilities has grown, 
which has benefitted not only their HPS clients, 
but more significantly their full-time clinical 
work within the larger Hull Agency. 

experience
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All learning is good learning; however, 
directed learning frequently lends itself 
to more beneficial outcomes. 
As other non-profit organizations consider 
the possibility of undertaking a social 
entrepreneurship endeavour, there is significant 
value in receiving external guidance and 
direction from those familiar with taking a “good 
idea” or an “intuitive sense” and turning it into 
a viable business plan. As previously stated, there 
are a number of important skill sets required 
in starting up a social enterprise endeavour, 
that while learned vicariously through trial-
and-error, can be more significantly honed 
through consultative, workshop, and resource-
sharing opportunities. As highlighted during the 
discussions that took place on March 15, 2011, 
significant learning and support opportunities are 
being made available in the Calgary area in the 
coming months that will assist in both decision-
making and development.

experience
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response
Participants in the March 15, 2011 session, “Creating Shared Value, Advancing Social Entrepreneurship 
in Calgary,” had the opportunity to ask questions of Hull and WINS as well as of the project consultants. 
In addition, participants were asked to consider the following question: “What do you need to know, 

or have in place, to proceed or get involved with social enterprise development?”

Participant comment Response given during the session

There is a risk in going after a 
venture such as social enterprise 
and a need to commission research 
to see if the market is viable. How 
do you access this?

•	WINS held sales trials to validate the market. 

•	Hull analyzed studies and statistics on youth drug usage, 
and conducted surveys that showed that people need their 
service.

We don’t have any dollars to 
create a new program like a social 
enterprise. 

•	Money is much less of an issue than was initially thought. 

•	One year’s funding is needed and then the project will fund 
itself. 

•	There is potential to internally finance the growth using 
social enterprise earnings rather than divert these earnings to 
the general operating budget of the organization. 

How do you prevent government 
from cutting funding because of 
this new funding (from the social 
enterprise project)? 

•	Hopefully it is just good ethical practice, but I don’t think 
anyone would say there are too many services out there. 
Language is important.

•	Groups doing social enterprise are extending their ability to 
fulfill their mission. They are meeting a new market need 
in many cases and also increasing capacity to fulfill their 
mission. 

•	Social enterprise revenue is not replacing what’s coming 
in. Government funders want to see that organizations are 
diversifying their funding base. 

Response from community participants
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response
Participant comment Response given during the session

Were there concerns raised by the 
boards? 

•	Boards feel that funding is limited as opposed to finding 
different streams. Adequate funding for services is always 
a concern. Anything we can to do find ways to bring in 
revenue brings unanimous support of this approach. 

•	Have a good business plan to make this viable. 

How does it challenge your CRA 
charitable status? 

•	We went through the checklists, and learned that the social 
enterprise is an extension of what we are already doing. (It’s 
not something new.)

•	The overall revenue from social enterprise isn’t a significant 
enough piece of the budget to have serious implications. 

Investors vs. funders? •	New participants – people who aren’t typically funders – are 
beginning to enter the space. They like the self-sufficiency 
of social enterprise. It allows them to act simply as a catalyst 
and not in perpetuity. 

•	Putting together a “deal” created far more interest from 
investors, as well as creating momentum for the social 
enterprise within the non-profit. Providing a concrete 
business case gives a social investor something they can react 
to. 

•	 It is important to provide context for what the available 
funds will be able to accomplish within the organizations.

What are the differences or 
challenges in starting a social 
enterprise for new charities vs. 
established charities?

•	The acceptance is different. Any business ideally wants to 
have some competitive advantage. Look within to see what 
you have going for you that gives you authenticity and 
advantage in the market. Embed your social enterprise in 
one of those ideas.
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Participant comment Response given during the session

How is this NOT a make-work 
project?

•	When a project is making money for the organization, 
priorities start shifting and enthusiasm grows. 

•	You need to cost out the social enterprise so you can see if 
you can afford the people you need to focus on it. Revenues 
must be realistic and justify those extra costs, just as in any 
business.

•	The more the social enterprise blends in with the 
organizational mission and activity, the less it is a “make-
work” project.

•	As you frame your idea of social enterprise, figure out where 
you lie on a continuum. (Is it about the experience, making 
money, etc?)

How to navigate the legal 
implications – where to look, what 
do we need? 

•	Enterprising Non-Profits (enp) has the Canadian Social 
Enterprise Guide that has a helpful chapter on this. It can be 
accessed online at www.enterprisingnonprofits.ca/

•	Or consult with a charitable tax lawyer.

response

http://www.enterprisingnonprofits.ca/
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Participant comment Response given during the session

Once we have figured out the legal 
concerns, how do we balance the 
ethical dilemmas? 

•	WINS discussed potential conflict of interest regarding the 
value of a donated item and if selling a boutique item at a 
higher price was taking away from people’s needs for basic 
goods. 

•	Hull, speaking to the staffing model, asked, how much time 
can staff put into government-contracted vs. fee-for-service 
work? Social enterprise work ends up benefiting the regular 
program as psychologists work in both and share new 
expertise in both.

•	Do the ends justify the means? In addition to the ethical, be 
prepared for the complexity and surprises that you will need 
to navigate as you start to find your way. It is important to 
have the debate within the organization. 

•	 Integrity is the hallmark of an organization.

Traditional funders (especially 
government funders) are hesitant 
to fund “for-profit” initiatives, so 
where do social enterprises fund 
start-up capital? How do you 
find the investors, not traditional 
funders, to make investments or 
loans? 

•	Current funders are often anxiously waiting for a formal 
project to fund and assist with its marketing.

•	Use an in-between broker or catalyst-type person to link the 
social enterprise business case with a social investor who is 
outside traditional funding sources. Social enterprise gives 
you a reason to have conversations with a whole new group 
of people.

Other comments about learnings by WINS and Hull: 

•	This is a process, not a project. The entire organization 
(board, staff, and committees) needs to really understand the 
process so they can all advocate for it and be part of it. 

•	Business planning is necessary to have very clear objectives.

response
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Participant comment Response given during the session

There is no recognition that this is 
not necessarily the newest, shiny 
thing on the shelf. There is a lot of 
experience and history even though 
we are framing it in new language 
(i.e. using “investor” vs. “donor”).

•	Hull and WINS – It wasn’t some new revelation, it was 
something they already had expertise in. It doesn’t need 
to be something as large as starting a for-profit arm from 
scratch.

•	Alberta Eco Trust Foundation – as a grant maker it’s nice to 
see that there is real value and expertise within organizations 
that has monetary value to the communities they serve 
(instead of doing something for free).

Additional responses received from participants

Re: the question posed to the group: 
What do you need to know, or have 
in place, to proceed or get involved 
with social enterprise development?

•	Have you thought about a longer-term strategy with funders, 
investors, non-profits, etc. around further promoting social 
enterprise?

•	A supportive board that is willing to take a risk in developing 
and sustaining social enterprise.

•	Expertise/advice/funding for opportunity communication. 
Who will fund?

•	When seeking out investors, are you focusing on monetary 
ROI or also the social impact/ SROI/social value of the 
investment? If social value/SROI/social impact is important, 
how will you measure and communicate the SROI?

•	Mentorship from leaders with proven social enterprises.

•	How do you build/embed business expertise/acumen within 
a non-profit? What supports are available?

•	How do you cover the initial investment of human resources 
to get a social enterprise off the ground successfully?

response
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learningsPilot project learnings

Project consultants observed the impact that the pilot component of the project had on participating 
non-profit organizations, potential social investors, and the non-profit community in general. 

Selection and pilot project start-up

1 The twenty non-profits identified in the 
selection process were in a wide range 
of readiness for social enterprise. The 
understanding of social enterprise varied 
widely too. Common fears were having other 
(government) funding reduced if the social 
enterprises were successful, and jeopardizing 
charitable status.

2 Self-selection promoted non-
profit ownership of the project: 
The consultants sought out some of the 
twenty candidate non-profits, based on 
recommendations they received within the 
non-profit community. Other non-profits 
responded to a call for interest. The ones 
that appeared most eager to participate in 
the project were those who self-selected and 
responded to the CCVO announcement. 
During the selection process, non-profits 
again had to demonstrate initiative and 
commitment in order to be seriously 
considered. This encouraged greater buy-in 
or ownership for the social enterprise, just as 
it is in for-profit businesses.

3 Criteria were helpful to facilitate 
self-selection: A candidate non-profit had 
to demonstrate that they had a clear social 
enterprise concept, not just an idea.  

This concept had to be linked to their 
mission, and respond to a real market need, 
preferably one not being met by the private 
sector. The non-profit had to have sufficient 
internal capacity, a champion at the top 
management level, and support from its 
board. Having these criteria helped the 
non-profit leaders to focus their internal 
discussions and determine their readiness for 
social enterprise development.

4 WINS and Hull were able to demonstrate 
internal capacity by the fact that both 
organizations had some past experience 
with the social enterprise they were 
pursuing. This was accomplished by asking 
existing staff to take on more work, on top 
of their existing workloads, in order to pilot 
the ideas. This was a relatively low risk way 
for the organizations to test their ideas and 
identify how the social enterprise might 
fit within the organization. Sustainability 
will come from now finding ways to add 
resources so that staff can go back to working 
one job instead of two.

5 Increased commitment by candidate 
non-profits to pursue social enterprise: 
As a result of the selection process for the 
pilot, at least four organizations more clearly 
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defined their potential social enterprise and 
determined the internal resources required 
to make them real. The very idea of the 
social enterprise project acted as a catalyst 
for some. One executive director said that 
after the board discussed the TCF pilot they 
became so enthusiastic that they decided to 
go ahead with their new social enterprise, a 
service they had had on the back burner for 
years, even though they were not selected 
for the pilot. Other pilot candidates stated 
that they were keen to learn about the 
progress of the non-profits selected for the 
project, in order to inform their own future 
social enterprise development. 

6 Connection to TCF added credibility: 
The consultants noticed that people paid 
significant attention to the project and 
welcomed their inquiries, because it was 
conducted by TCF. Having a social enterprise 
program hosted by a major funding agency 
in the community lends credibility to the 
notion of social enterprise development.

7 Being in the public spotlight increased 
the commitment of the selected non-
profits. They were featured on TCF newsletter 
and website, and knew that the results 
would be shared with the community. This 
validated their efforts within their own 
organizations and management took the 
social enterprise projects more seriously, 
being willing to commit greater time and 
resources to the effort. 

Section Key Learnings

Future efforts to accelerate the growth of social enterprise in Calgary should consider:

1 Setting criteria for receiving assistance and encouraging organizations to self-select based on 
these criteria. This helps non-profits evaluate their readiness and desired pace.

2 Giving preference to non-profits that have demonstrated initiative to test or pilot their social 
enterprise ideas. They are better prepared to move quickly if additional expertise and funding 
is provided. 

3 Communicating the non-profit’s development process with the social enterprise community. 
This serves to motivate non-profits to keep moving forward on their initiatives because they 
recognize they are serving as a role model for others.

learnings
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During the project

 8 Social enterprise development 
increased the non-profits’ capacity 
to fulfill their mission: For Hull, the 
social enterprise itself expands the reach 
of their mission to families who would 
not otherwise be able to participate. With 
their unique Multidimensional Family 
Therapy service, they are meeting market 
demand not met by the private sector. For 
WINS, they can use their existing flow of 
goods to generate greater revenue to fund 
services to more women in need.

 9 Discovery of additional internal 
revenue-generating opportunities: 
A second social enterprise opportunity 
emerged for WINS during the process 
of reviewing internal processes. They 
realized that if they purchased a baler for 
$15,000, they could bale their unsaleable 
clothing and generate significantly higher 
revenues for it. They obtained a grant 
from a social enterprise investor to cover 
the cost of the baler. Hull realized it could 
consider charging a fee for service in other 
program areas, depending on the success 
of Hull Psychological Services. Efficiencies 
that could improve the bottom line were 
also discovered as internal processes were 
reviewed with non-profits in the pilot.

10 Access to external market 
objectivity: Non-profits typically 
justify their existence primarily to 
funding sources such as foundations and 
government funders. Market analysis 
conducted during the project helped 
to validate what the non-profit had to 
offer and promote enhancements. Dr. 
Brian Zelt at Hull said the process helped 
because he had someone outside the 
organization to talk to about the project. 
The process prompted internal decision-
making and development of a client 
intake database, new client intake forms, 
a client satisfaction survey, and launching 
a new marketing initiative – a parenting 
workshop. Having market validation 
helped management take the social 
enterprise more seriously.

11 External opportunities increased 
social enterprise momentum: When 
the consultants linked WINS to Brian 
Lehman to price and sell their boutique/
collectible items, or to an individual 
social investor who provided a grant to 
WINS for the clothing baler, or connected 
Hull to a key source of revenue for their 
service, the social enterprise opportunity 
gained increased attention and urgency 
within the non-profit organizations.

learnings
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12 Attraction of a specific project to 
potential social investors: Individual 
philanthropists were more attracted to 
a specific social enterprise project that 
showed initiative than a general request 
to fund social enterprise development. 
For example, social investors who were 
presented with the WINS clothing baler 
project liked its potential high impact and 
indicated they do not see projects like this 
very often. It was funded right away. One 
investor subsequently gave an additional 
grant to WINS with the hope that it be 
used for social enterprise.

13 Iterative shift in priorities and 
culture: Each time the consultants met 
with the non-profits they had increased 
their understanding of the business 
implications of their social enterprise 
and its relation to their organization. It 
challenged them to test what they were 
actually ready to do, and what seemed 
reasonable for their organizations. For 
example, even when Hull Psychological 
Services realized they could increase client 
numbers considerably, they considered 
growing more slowly to make it easier for 
them to integrate their social enterprise 
with their other services, easier to ramp 
up the staff complement, and easier to 
manage the funding requirements. There 
was also a reality check to see if any 

resources from other programs would 
be compromised in order to develop the 
social enterprise. They appreciated the 
objective market reactions to their social 
enterprises, but were sometimes surprised, 
as they were not used to “nailing things 
down” from a business perspective. 

14 Active involvement was required 
of the TCF consultants. Early on, 
it became apparent that a mentoring 
role was not sufficient to provide the 
commercial-quality market analysis, 
business process review, financial 
projections, and links to external 
opportunities required to help the non-
profits with their social enterprise. The 
consultants worked actively, along with 
the internal champions, to research, 
analyze, plan, and write business cases 
and supporting documents, and revise 
these numerous times to ensure all aspects 
of the project were covered off.

15 Size made a difference: Being a much 
larger organization, Hull was able to draw 
on its accounting, fund development, 
and marketing departments to provide 
information and support for the social 
enterprise development. WINS had to 
work harder to carve out management 
time for the project. This is corroborated 
by research.12

learnings
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16 There is a limit to which the 
organizations can internally fund 
social enterprise initiatives. Despite 
the size of the organizations, envelope 
funding means that operating dollars 
cannot be used to support the social 
enterprise. In addition, even if the 
organization were to obtain a bank line of 
credit to finance the gap between when 
marketing dollars are spent and when 
payment for the social enterprise services 
are rendered, the organization does not 
have the resources to cover the line of 
credit if sales do not come in as expected.

17 More consideration of alternative 
ways to finance and seeding of 
“debt funding” concept: The Hull 
executive was more supportive when 
they thought of providing a short-term 
internal line of credit based on future 
revenue paying back the line of credit. 
The concept of potential debt financing 
appeared novel and surprising to non-
profits we encountered. Use of terms such 
as “social investor” and “patient capital” 

is helping to shift their perceptions about 
sources of financing, although they still 
expect a social investor to give them a 
grant. 

18 Reduced fear of having other 
(government) funding reduced if 
the social enterprise is successful. 
As the project progressed, the pilot non-
profits lost this fear. This will be an issue 
for other non-profits who enter the social 
enterprise space though. 

19 Benefit goes beyond revenue: In 
addition to the revenue that the social 
enterprise will generate, Hull knows this 
initiative will help them retain senior 
psychologist staff by narrowing the 
salary gap between agency salaries and 
private sector salaries. The expanded 
psychological services group also increases 
the level of expertise available to all other 
Hull programs. WINS noticed that it could 
increase its capacity for marketing and 
communication organization-wide, if a 
skilled hire is brought on to manage their 
Boutiques program.

learnings
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Section Key Learnings

Future efforts to accelerate the growth of social enterprise in Calgary should consider:

1 Assisting non-profits in not just quantifying market size for their business, but also 
connecting them to initial customers/contracts provides significant motivation to proceed 
with the social enterprise.

2 These initial customers/contracts also make the opportunity more tangible for investors.

3 Non-profits require ongoing assistance in navigating the revenue/social good trade-offs that 
emerge as the business grows, including the potential impact on charitable status and other 
funding.

4 There are many ways that non-profits can finance the growth of their businesses. However, 
they need assistance to understand and act on the options.

5 Ensuring the social enterprise provides benefit to the organization’s capacity beyond just new 
revenue results in the non-profit staying motivated to pursue the enterprise.

Post project

20 Confidence to proceed: Hull and  
WINS boards have given their support  
to move ahead with their respective  
social enterprises. They understand 
their target market, the business growth 
process, and the connections between 
the social purpose and the new business. 

They feel the risks have been mitigated 
to a degree that they are confident in 
proceeding with this business. 

21 It was not known at the start of the 
project if there were investors ready 
to put money into these ideas: It has 
been demonstrated that there are. 

Section Key Learnings

Social enterprise can attract new funders to the projects. Traditional funders are not the 
“only game in town.”

learnings
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learnings
Indirect impact on non-profit community

22 Enhanced connections with social 
enterprise serving agencies across 
Canada: The research component of 
the project has encouraged connections 
between the project partners and other 
organizations such as Enterprising Non-
Profits (enp), Carleton University, B.C.-
Alberta Social Economy Research Alliance 
(BALTA), thereby strengthening the 
social enterprise community. It has also 
enhanced the reputation of The Calgary 
Foundation as a leader in social enterprise 
development in Calgary.

23 The project adds to the social 
enterprise momentum in Calgary 
and across Canada: New resources 
for social enterprise were introduced 
in Calgary during the project. Trico 
Charitable Foundation and Enterprising 
Non-Profits Alberta announced new 
support and funding for social enterprise. 
See www.tricofoundation.ca/. Social Venture 
Partners Calgary has been influenced by 
the progress of the project and the deals 
presented to some of their members. This 
project may be a factor in shaping their 
new direction for the future.

24 Diversity between the selected 
project non-profits provided greater 
learning for the community: Hull has 
been able to develop a social enterprise 
with a social service agency, where typically 
people resist the idea of “profit making” 
the most. WINS provided a contrast by 
demonstrating social enterprise with a 
tangible product. One organization was 
larger; one was smaller. It is hoped that 
this diversity will increase the confidence 
of non-profits to proceed with social 
enterprise.

25 Social enterprise leverages 
government programs against the 
marketplace: For example, Human Resource 
and Skills Development Canada (HRSDC) 
employment programs reach more people 
by offering grants to social enterprises 
doing training of marginalized people.

http://www.tricofoundation.ca/
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accelerateOpportunities to accelerate social enterprise growth in Calgary

Important realizations and opportunities have emerged through the Accelerating Social Enterprise 
Growth project sponsored by The Calgary Foundation and Social Venture Partners Calgary.

•	There is room for social enterprise within 
existing CRA guidelines.

•	Social enterprise development can be 
accelerated, particularly when non-profits 
can access objective market analysis 
and validation, can present specific 
deals to investors, and are motivated 
by expectations of success from the 
community.

•	The benefits of social enterprise go beyond 
diversifying the funding base for non-
profits – mission fulfillment, staff retention, 
internal capacity building, operational 
efficiencies, and leveraging of government-
funded programs against the marketplace. 

•	Calgary has many non-profits with viable 
social enterprise ideas and the desire to 
bring these business ideas to life. 

•	Across Canada there is a wide range of 
financing initiatives that are being tried to 
support every stage of the social enterprise 
business growth lifecycle – from business 
planning to debt financing of growth. 

•	 Investors are beginning to explore the idea 
of investing in social enterprise but are still 
at an early stage in this exploration. They 
are looking for leadership to help them 
better understand the possibilities.

Opportunities

Support business 
planning

During the time of this project the Trico Charitable Foundation sponsored 
Enterprising Non-Profits British Columbia to create a sister organization in 
Alberta. This will support non-profits with early stage learning on what social 
enterprise is and will also help fund business planning. 

Create a grant 
fund to pilot social 
enterprise

As more organizations graduate from the business planning phase there will 
be increased demand for grants to support piloting and proving out these new 
social enterprises. Based on the experiences in other parts of Canada these grants 
will likely be between $50,000 and $100,000.
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accelerate
Create a social 
enterprise advocate 
role

To leverage the impact of the social enterprise pilot grant fund, create an 
advocate role in Calgary to:

Prove out market feasibility
Quantify the market for the social enterprise and assist in establishing the initial 
customers that prove the social enterprise’s viability. This will enable the social 
enterprise to get the internal buy-in and motivation necessary to proceed. It also 
makes the opportunity more attractive to social enterprise investors.

Define the growth path
Help the non-profit break the opportunity into stages that it is capable of 
implementing, then insure that non-profits are not stalled by the perceived 
magnitude of a new venture.

Attract new funding
Work with groups/individuals interested in investing in social enterprise. This 
involves helping these investors understand the role they can play. It also 
involves articulating investment-ready opportunities and introducing these to 
investors.

If this knowledge-based capacity-building model is created, the pool of grant 
capital could also be used to fund pilot work so that new investors can be 
brought in to fund the full cost of scaling up the social enterprise.

See Appendix B: The role of a social enterprise advocate.

Continue to 
educate the Calgary 
social enterprise 
community

Regular communication to non-profits in Calgary about social enterprise tips, 
success stories of non-profits engaged in social enterprise, alternative financing, 
impact on charitable status, etc.

Support mature 
social enterprises

As social enterprises move from the start-up to the growth phase there will be 
operational challenges such as accounting and IT system improvement required. 
Social Venture Partners is well positioned in Calgary to play a role here.
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Long term: Create 
a patient capital 
debt fund or have 
banks prepare debt 
offerings for social 
enterprise

As non-profits prove out their social enterprise business models and generate 
some revenue then they can be transitioned to debt financing or other financial 
instruments to further support their growth.

Long term: 
Program-related 
investments

Foundations such as The Calgary Foundation can look at investing some portion 
of its endowments in proven social enterprises that will generate a return for the 
foundation while also achieving social good.

accelerate
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appendices
Appendix A: Resources contacted

David Berge – Senior Vice President Community 
Investment, Vancity

Paul Chamberlain – Director, Canadian CED Network

David LePage – CEO, Enterprising Non-Profits Vancouver

Peter Elson – Mount Royal University and BALTA 
researcher

Brendan Reimer – Winnipeg researcher with BALTA

Calgary Chamber of Voluntary Organizations (CCVO)

Volunteer Calgary/Leadership Calgary

Sharilyn Amy – Go To Group

Bob Ward – ED, Edmonton Social Enterprise Fund

Anna Bubel – social innovator

Brenna Atnikov – Thrive

Monica Pohlmann – sustainability consultant

Susan Manwaring – Partner, Miller Thompson LLP

Margaret Mason – Partner, Bull Housser & Tupper LLP

Tessa Hebb – Carleton Centre for Community Innovation

Canada Revenue Agency, Charities Directorate

Mark Blumberg – Blumbergs Canadian Charity Law List

Tracy Scarlett – CEO, Alberta Women’s Enterprise

Social Enterprise Council of Canada

Community Economic Development Network

Appendix B: The role of a social enterprise advocate
1 Is readily accessible to non-profits considering a 

social enterprise opportunity

2 Helps a non-profit to assess their readiness using 
criteria and available readiness assessment tools

3 Provides links to resources and opportunities, 
depending on the stage of the social enterprise 
development. For example, an enp workshop, a 
SVP volunteer with specific expertise, Students 
in Free Enterprise (SIFE), social enterprise tools 
already developed such as MaRS’ commercializing 
technology template that can be adapted to social 
enterprises, human resources tools being developed 
by enp, etc.

4 Invests time to help validate the market and required 
resources if a social enterprise idea appears to be a 
business opportunity 

5 Ensures the non-profit is accountable and takes 
ownership of the project, doing a portion of the work 
for each step in the development process

6 Develops and maintains a confidential database 
of participating non-profits with social enterprise 
concepts, and records interactions and resources 
provided, along with outcomes

7 Presents alternative financing options to non-profits

 8 Provides guidance and templates for non-profits 
to develop deals to present to investors

 9 Helps non-profits to develop measures of social 
impact that would appeal to social investors

10 Acts as a broker presenting opportunities to social 
investors and other external resources

11 Gradually builds a network of social enterprise 
resources and social investors. Approaches 
new sources such as people featured in Calgary 
Inc. Magazine (now merged with Avenue 
Magazine) “Top 40 Under 40” Adam Legge; 
“philanthropreneurs;” Chamber of Commerce 
members 

12 Provides guidance for applications for a social 
enterprise development grant

13 Offers periodic sessions on alternative financing 
options to various non-profits exploring social 
enterprise in the community and arranges best 
practice sharing among them

14 Provides success stories and learnings to TCF for 
communications purposes

15 Follows up with non-profits to track the impact of 
efforts

16 Reports to TCF and other partners
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Endnotes
1 Bridge, Richard and Stacey Corriveau. 2009. 

Legislative Innovations and Social Enterprise: Structural 
Lessons for Canada. BC Centre for Social Enterprise. 
A project funded by Coast Capital Savings Credit 
Union.

2 Some references for CRA criteria include: 

•	 CRA Policy statement on charities Ref: CPS-019 
found at www.cra-arc.gc.ca/chrts-gvng/chrts/plcy/
cps/cps-019-eng.html

•	 CRA RC-4143-Charities/Community Economic 
Development programs found at www.cra-arc.
gc.ca/E/pub/tg/rc4143/rc4143-e.html

•	 Enterprising Non-Profits. 2010. Chapter 8: The 
Legal Context in Canadian Social Enterprise 
Guide 2nd Edition. Can be found at www.
enterprisingnonprofits.ca/projects/the_guide

•	 Bridge, Richard and Stacey Corriveau. 2009. 
Legislative Innovations and Social Enterprise: Structural 
Lessons for Canada. BC Centre for Social Enterprise. 
A project funded by Coast Capital Savings Credit 
Union.

3 Income Tax Act subsection 149.1(1) “... a club, 
society or association that is organized and operated 
exclusively for social welfare, civic improvement, 
pleasure or recreation or for any other purpose 
except profit ... and its income cannot be payable to 
or made available for the benefit of its members.”

4 Bridge, Richard and Stacey Corriveau. 2009. 
Legislative Innovations and Social Enterprise: Structural 
Lessons for Canada. BC Centre for Social Enterprise. 
A project funded by Coast Capital Savings Credit 
Union.

 Additional comments by the authors in their report:

•	 Any surplus must be devoted to the purposes of the 
charity. 

•	 Private profit or benefit from charitable resources 
by directors or trustees is strictly prohibited. 

Champions of social enterprises need to make a 
difficult decision: either act as a paid employee, 
and relinquish governance over the very venture 
that they founded, or serve on the Board in an 
unpaid position.

•	 Private foundations (one of the three categories 
of charities, along with charitable organizations 
and public foundations) may not engage in any 
business activities, and neither private nor public 
foundations may acquire more than half of the 
voting shares of a taxable corporation, unless the 
shares are donated to the foundation.

 Charities may establish separate corporate entities 
to perform activities that they cannot perform 
directly themselves. If that activity is business, 
it must be housed within a taxable corporation. 
If the activity is not considered by the Charities 
Directorate to be “business” and is not charitable, 
it can be housed in a non-profit organization. 
With some exceptions, charities can retain control 
over such a taxable corporation or non-profit 
organization.

5 Emerson, J. 2003. The Blended Value Proposition: 
Integrating Social and Financial Returns. California 
Management Review, vol. 454, no. 4. Quoted in Karim 
Harji and Tessa Hebb, Investing for Impact: Issues 
and Opportunities for Social Finance in Canada.

6 Strandberg, Coro. 2008. Primer: Responsible 
Investment Pilot Project. Community Foundations 
of Canada. Quoted in Karim Harji and Tessa Hebb, 
Investing for Impact: Issues and Opportunities for 
Social Finance in Canada.

7 Harji, Karim and Tessa Hebb, Carelton Centre for 
Community Innovation. 2010. Investing for Impact: 
Issues and Opportunities for Social Finance in 
Canada. Paper read at ANSER Conference Montreal, 
June 3, 2010.
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8 Information and the letter inviting comments can be 
found at www.fin.gov.bc.ca/prs/cicc/

9 Elson, Peter R., Mount Royal University and Peter 
V. Hall, Simon Fraser University. 2010. Strength, 
Size, Scope: A Survey of Social Enterprises in Alberta 
and British Columbia. B.C.-Alberta Social Economy 
Research Alliance. BALTA Project C16.

 This report profiles data from 140 of 295 social 
enterprises gathered in the spring and summer 
of 2010. These social enterprises are engaged in a 
wide variety of social, cultural, environmental, and 
revenue-raising market activities.

 Of the total of 4,500 employees, 60 percent or 2,700 
employees were members of a designated target 
group such as persons with a mental or physical 
handicap or a member of a marginalized population. 
In addition, the social enterprises that responded 
to the survey engaged 6,780 full- and part-time 
volunteers and 27,870 people as members. These 
social enterprises were responsible for training 11,670 
people and providing services to an additional 
678,000 people.

10 One example is KIVA, see www.kiva.org

11 It is also worth noting that Enterprising Non-
Profits’ results represent all of British Columbia. 
The Edmonton Social Enterprise Fund offers 
training sessions two to three times per year and 
does not reach full attendance of ten people.

12 Size of Agency: The research found that 
enterprising ventures are more relevant in larger 
agencies, and in agencies that have longer years 
of operation, relatively larger size budget, and 
a larger staff body (Guo, B. 2006. Charity for 
Profit? Exploring Factors Associated with the 
Commercialization of Human Service Nonprofits. 
Nonprofit and Voluntary Sector Quarterly, vol. 
35, no. 1, 123-138). The non-profits’ years of 
operation ranged between 11-20 years (50%), and 
20+ years (47%), demonstrating that it takes at 
least 10 years to entrench the mission and service 
delivery of the non-profit core of the business, 
and to have a certain “maturity” within the 
functioning of the agency.
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